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Toïm tàõt 

Mä hçnh phoìng træì täøng håüp sáu haûi (IPM) trãn cam máût âæåüc tiãún haình trãn diãûn têch 6.700 m2 taûi 
xaî Tán Phuï Thaûnh, huyãûn Cháu Thaình, tènh Cáön Thå våïi caïc biãûn phaïp kyî thuáût canh taïc (träöng cáy chàõn 
gioï, càõt boí cáy bãûnh vaì träöng laûi bàòng cáy saûch bãûnh, tèa caình taûo taïn, vãû sinh væåìn...), phoìng træì  sinh hoüc 
våïi kiãún vaìng vaì phoìng træì hoïa hoüc våïi dáöu khoaïng cuìng våïi viãûc phoìng træí täøng håüp ráöy (cän truìng trung 
gian truyãön bãûnh VLG) vaì quaín lyï täøng håüp væåìn cáy coï muïi. Caïc kãút quaí tiãún âäü cho tháúy coï thãø thiãút láûp 
vaì phaït triãøn kiãún vaìng trong væåìn kãút håüp phun dáöu khoaïng âãø phoìng træì sáu veî buìa, ráöy chäøng caïnh coï 
hiãûu quaí. Ngoaìi ra, sæí duûng phán hæîu cå laìm tàng cháút læåüng quaí nhæ tàng âäü ngoüt vaì giaím âaïng kãø caïc vãút 
seûo, lem do bãûnh gheí, loeït nhãûn, buì laûch. Do mä hçnh måïi thæûc hiãûn nãn chi phê âáöu tæ  cao do coï thay cáy 
chãút vaì nhiãùm nàûng bãûnh Vaìng laï greening hiãûu quaí kinh tãú chæa coï thãø tênh chênh xaïc âæåüc.  
 
1. Introduction 

Hoang Long Bin (HLB) is of serious diseases, which caused considerable loss for citrus industry in 
the Southern of Vietnam. The disease spreads out through vegetative propagation and, beside that, citrus 
psylla (Diaphorina citri Kuwayama) play also an important role as the vector for the disease transmission 
(Aubert, 1984; Aubert 1987; Capoor et al, 1967). The result of pests and diseases investigation in Southern 
of Vietnam carried out by Huynh et al. 1995 and Nguyen et al. 1998 showed that there was high population 
and wide distribution of psylla in the area. Therefore, to enhance the progress of citrus improvement, citrus 
psylla must be efficiently controlled.  

This IPM practice was established at Long An, Tan Phu Thanh village in a demonstration of 6,700 
m2 with 500 Mat orange trees with the following objectives: 

• To control citrus psylla (vector of HLB) by IPM program application emphasis on management of 
green ants Oecophylla smaragdina (Fab.) and horticultural mineral oil (HMO) spraying.     

• To develop an IPM along with a training program for citrus growers at Tan Phu Thanh village.  
 
2. Methodology 

Location: Long An, Tan Phu Thanh village, in the 4- years -old orchard, area cover 6.700m2, 
cultivar sweet orange, density 500 trees in total, the high of tree average 2,5 - 3m and canopy about 2,5 
diameters. 

Timing: 2001-2002 
 Orchard management: Main activities could be: 

- Pruning after harvesting. 
- Organic fertilizer application. 
- Minimize chemical fertilizer and pesticide application. 
- Good water management. 
- Orchard sanitary and fruits. 

 Integrated Pest Management (IPM): 
- Monitoring schedule every week on the key pests and diseases of citrus.  
- Establishing and maintain the green ant colony to against citrus pests for reducing of pesticides 

application.  
- Selection of pesticides to maintain well green ant colony.  
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- Recording the presence of psylla by monitoring, trapping by yellow sticky trap and attractant 
plant (Murraya paniculata) 

- Establishing windbreak. 
 Observations:  

- Every week the key pests and diseases population include citrus psylla, citrus leaf miner, citrus 
aphids, mealy bug, scale, thrips and citrus canker disease by monitoring 30 trees. 

- The colonizing and developing of green ant colonies.  
- Determine species located on demonstration by vacuum samples.   
- Quality of fruit: (color, mite/thrips blemish, scale infestations, canker infestations).  
- Yield. 
 

3. Result and Discussion 
Integrated Pest Management on demonstration 
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Fig 1: Population of pests on demonstration of Mat orange at Tan Phu Thanh Can Tho (SOFRI, 2002) 
 

Citrus psylla was recorded to be available year around under climate conduction at Mekong Delta 
(MKDT). So, It is easily to reach high population. In demonstration, the recorded population of psylla was 
not high as only 0.01 - 0.7 psylla/ shoot (Fig 1). Usually, it presented on some trees at the end of the 
orchard, this site is nearby a neigbour orchard of king mandarin. In year 2001, the times of psylla 
appearance was less than year 2002 but the number of psylla (0.7 psylla/ shoot) was higher than year 2002 
(0.3 psylla/ shoot).  

Citrus leaf miner was similar result as citrus psylla. In 2001, there were two peaks of population:  
in March and August with percentage damage were 7.2 % and 5.2 %. And year 2002, there was only one 
peak development of leaf miner with the damage was 3.5 %. It was also less damage than year 2001 (Fig 
1). 

The decline of these pests could be explained by the good result of green ant usage. It was evident 
that the green ants could control citrus psylla and citrus leaf miner attacked in the orchard. In year 2001, we 
had just established the colonies of green ant. At the beginning with small number consisted of 3 nets, and 
from February to September of 2001, they developed to 37 nets. And this small number of ant nets could 
not cover the whole orchard but developed in small part of orchard and mainly on mixing plants in the 
orchard like mango, hot plum and durian.  

The ant colonies was then quickly developed from 2001 to 2002, colonies became abundance and 
they expanded to every where in the orchard. In 2002 total ant nets counted was 481 in number. They live 
in every plant in the orchard (table 1) consist of mango, durian, hot plum, calophyllum and orange. The 
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number and size of nets in mixing plants were bigger than in orange. It meant that these plant species were 
considered as good host for ant colonies to develop as the big size of ant nets with the queen ant existed.  

Activities of ants were not only in these trees but they also made the small nets in orange trees with 
density of net was about 0.4 net/ tree. The nets in orange trees were temporary nets for staying of ant 
workers. And so, they could feed the insects or eggs of insects and protect the trees well. Of the pests, 
citrus psylla and citrus leaf miner were mostly controlled as their populations were recorded to be low.  

 
Table 1: Green ant population on Mat orange orchard at Tan Phu Thanh Can Tho (SOFRI, 2002) 

 
Kinds of tree Total nets Nets/ tree 

Sweet orange 300 0.4 
Mango 84 12 
Calophyllum 12 4 
Durian 45 3 
Hot plum 40 4 
Total 481  
Net size  25-35 cm 
Population  150/ 5 min 

Note: Observation date on August 2002 
 
 Table 2: Biodiversity of species on sweet orange demonstration (SOFRI, 2002) 
 

No Order Number of individuals 
  Tien Giang Can Tho 

1 Colembola 163 48 
2 Ephamoroptera - 5 
3 Blattoidae 1 2 
4 Orthoptera 1 5 
5 Psocoptera 1 1 
6 Homoptera 91 52 
7 Heteroptera 19 11 
8 Thysanoptera 1 2 
9 Neuroptera - 5 

10 Coleoptera 9 59 
11 Diptera 287 161 
12 Lepidoptera - 4 
13 Ants 71 127 
14 Other Hym 73 56 
15 Aranedae 65 104 
16 Acari 2 8 
17 Trichoptera - 1 
18 Gastropoda - 9 
19 Other sp1 - 1 
20 Other sp2 - 1 

 Total 794 662 
  13 20 

Notes: 30 Samples were collected by vacuum in each orchard  
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Citrus aphids, mealy bug and scale have got a contrary result. In  2002, they developed higher than 
in 2001 although density of green ants developed well in the orchard. It showed the relation between green 
ant with aphids, scale and mealy bug. Wherever aphids, scale and mealy bug existed plenty of green ants 
was also existed. They feed the honeydew extract from aphids, scale and mealy bug. However, to reduce 
the population of mealy bug, scale and aphids we had to apply the horticultural mineral oil (HMO). 
  Citrus canker disease was managed by orchard sanitary. It was usually done by removing all the 
infested part of the tree as twigs, leaves and fruits with canker damage followed by copper fungicide 
spraying. The work was done mainly before the rainy season to clean up orchard carefully. This work could 
reduce the canker developing in the rainy season very well.  
 Generally, it could be said that the population of key pests in the demonstration orchard in 2002 
was lower than that of 2001. Beside the IPM impact the cultural practices were proved to enhance the trees 
health increasing the tree tolerance to the attack of pests and diseases. The green ant was really a good key 
element on integrated pest management together with HMO spraying. 
 
Biodiversity of species on demonstration 
 
We also have determined on the biodiversity of the insect species in demonstration orchard to compare 
with conventional orchard in Tien Giang province. The result showed that about 20 orders of arthropod 
were collected on demonstration of Tan Phu Thanh, Can Tho while only 12 orders in other the 
conventional orchard   
  
Integrated orchard management 

Regarding the works of integrated orchard management were done in demonstration from 2/2001 
to 10/2002. It was showed on table 3. 

Before carrying out the demonstration we had investigated the Hoanglong bin disease in the 
orchard. There were 168 trees with the typical and heavy symptom of Huang long bin disease. After the last 
harvested on mid of June, all the infested trees of HLB were cut down and moved out after the cover spray 
of insecticide to ensure no more psylla alive in the infested trees. Then the free disease seedlings of Mat 
variety were provided from SOFRI for replanting in December of 2001. Now they are developing well. 

 
Table 3: Major farming practices done in the orange demonstration Tan Phu Thanh, Cantho  

(SOFRI, 2002) 
No Activities Performance Dated 
1 Surveyed to check the HLB infested trees by symptom  168 trees 2/2/001 
2 Cutting the infested trees after sprayed insecticides to control 

citrus psylla (two times after harvested) 
168 trees 

 
07/01 

3 
4 

Replanted free diseases seedling provided by SOFRI 
Monitoring schedule done weekly on the orchard  

168   trees 
- 

12/01 
02/01 

5 Set up yellow sticky traps  5 traps 2/2/01 
6 

 
Planting Murraya paniculata around the orchard (attractant agent 
to citrus psylla) 

100 plants on 4 sides of 
the orchard 

21/7/01 

7 
 

8 

Established green ant colonies 
 
Developing and maintaining the green ant colonies  

3 nets of green ant 
were transferred 

481 nets of green ant 

3/01 
 

9/2002 
9 Removing the infested branches and fruit of  citrus canker Frequently - 
10 Pruning trees after the last harvest fruits - - 
11 

 
12 

Planted water apple for the wind break  trees in the remaining side 
of the orchard 
Fertilizer 

- Chemical fertilizer 
- Organic fertilizer 

- 
 
 

400 kg/ year 
4.000 kg/ year 

6/01 
 
 
- 
- 

 Note: The works were done from Feb/2001 to 10/2002   
The cultural techniques applied to enhance the health of trees were consisted of  tree pruning 2 

times after harvesting in March and June, applying fertilizers and organic fertilizer (0.8kg/ of NKP, and 8 
kg organic fertilizer/ each tree). In addition, orchard sanitary was periodly done by removing all the 
infested part of the tree, citrus canker  damaged twigs, leaves and fruits were included. 
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Table 4: Performance of fruit quality on IPM demonstration and other orchard (SOFRI,  2002) 

 
Items Demonstration Conventional farmer 

Blemish of fruit 3.58 ns 3.35 ns 
Weight (g) 165.23 ns 155.93 ns 
Brix  9.21* 8.72* 
Scab (%) 6.7 3.3 
Canker (%) 10 13.3 
Mite (%) 0 23.3 
Thrips (%) 53.3 40 

Note: 30 fruits each orchards were randomly collected in every harvests  
         Conventional farmer  at Tan Phu Thanh. Can tho;    
          Blemish of fruit following scale 1-5   
 
 Quality of fruits on demonstration was analyzed and compared with a conventional orchard 4 year 
olds located nearby the demonstration. Result showed that the blemish and the weight of fruit were not 
significant different by t test between the demonstration with conventional orchard (Blemish: t = 1.2754, P 
= 0.1036; weight of fruit: t = 0.8427, P = 0.2014). However, sugar contain of fruits in demonstration 
orchard was significantly higher than that of  the conventional orchard  with t test (t = 1.65 , P < 0.05 ). 
This result was similar to the conclusion of Nguyen (1999) as a result of organic fertilizer application . 
It was recorded that the diseases in demonstration orchard was lower incidences than that of the 
conventional orchard. Other pests such as thrips and mite damage could not be seen on fruits harvested 
from the  demonstration orchard.         
 

Table 5: Economical efficacy on demonstration of sweet orange at Tan Phu Thanh in year 2002  
 (SOFRI, 2002) 

Demonstration (6.700 m2) Conventional farmer (1.700 m2) Items 
Amount Price Total Amount Price Total 

Fertilizer 
Organic fertilizer   
Pesticides 
Petroleum 
Labor 
Cost 
Yield 
Real income 

400 
4000  
 
 
 
 
6052 (13551/ ha) 

3200 
  900 

128.000  
3.600.000 
372.000 
562.000 
2.820.000 
8.634.000 
20.624.000 
11.989.500 

100 
 
 
 
 
 
2660 (15647/ ha)     

3200 320000 
 
250000 
  80000 
970000 
1620000  
8176000 
6556000 

Note: Conventional farmer was compared at Tan Phu Thanh. Can Tho   
 

The economical analysis on demonstration compared with conventional orchard show in table 5. 
The real income on demonstration was low because they had to cut down and replanted 168 new plants. It 
will begin harvest three year after. At the moment  they harvested only on area nearly 4.500 m2. 
In addition low yield of demonstration because of  a mixing orchard, and the payment of demonstration 
also including for the young trees, so the cost was higher than conventional more than 5 times while the 
income was only two times higher than.       
 
4. Conclusion  

The green ant colony could locate and develop well on inter-cropping orchard of sweet orange 
with mango, durian, hot plum and Oecophylla. This technique could applied along with horticultural 
mineral oil  spray to control citrus psylla (Diaphorina citri) and citrus leaf miner. In addition, use of 
organic fertilizer could improve   the fruit quality particularly its brix content. Environment , yield and fruit 
quality could be improved by this IPM and INM. the economic analysis,  however, should be done after 
another 3 years waiting for the fruiting of the replaced of diseased plants to prove the economical efficiency 
of the technology in the demonstration.   
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